Whether they want to make a positive impact on someone else’s progress or need content for their next lesson, this is a worldwide community of sharing your schools can trust—everything on Edmodo Spotlight has been tried and tested by educators, for your educators.

Educators who work together, succeed together. To showcase those successes we created Edmodo Spotlight, a destination where teachers can:

- Upload, share, or even sell original educational content
- Discover free and premium tools, worksheets, apps, games, and more
- Create collections of the most relevant, effective, and valuable resources

Whether they want to make a positive impact on someone else’s progress or need content for their next lesson, this is a worldwide community of sharing your schools can trust—everything on Edmodo Spotlight has been tried and tested by educators, for your educators.
Leverage the reach of Edmodo Spotlight with Edmodo Collections, a dynamic repository that securely centralizes and syncs your school-specific resources, all in an exclusive environment that only your members can access. Customized to fit your needs, Collections offers:

**Private, cloud-based sharing**
Upload and store original content, or Spotlight content you’ve rated, reviewed, and approved, then distribute it directly (and only) to your educators or classroom in just one click.

**Pre-install preferred apps**
Have content you want to share immediately? Edmodo Collections can install an app of your choosing for your members and grant automatic access to everyone from the start.

**A powerful discovery engine**
Curate resources, worksheets, and more to build teacher capacity or drive student mastery; use tags to help members search and filter content by standard, grade, or subject.

**Platform integration**
Streamline existing workflow within your private collection; every resource is automatically added to Spotlight and your school’s community page, and only visible to your members.

**Peer-driven feedback**
Turn your private collection into a supportive community, where educators can publish their own content, rate and review what’s being shared, and voice which resources are most valuable.

**Participation analytics**
See who’s accessing, sharing, and discovering the most content in your Collections to identify your school’s strongest collaborators and which resources provide the most benefit.

With tools to help you foster content collaboration and sharing across grade levels and subject areas, Edmodo Collections makes it easier than ever to create and oversee an entire community invested in improving outcomes.